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Abstract
The Informatics and Computational Safety Analysis Staff at US FDA/CDER has established a consortium of 
collaborators who are engaged in harvesting data from FDA archives and creating QSAR models of animal 
toxicological and human health effect endpoints. Databases of animal toxicology studies and human clinical 
trial and surveillance data have been compiled and the non-proprietary portions are being made publicly 
available through the collaborators. Non-proprietary and proprietary laboratory testing results have been 
mathematically quantified to construct global QSAR models that use molecular fragment and descriptor-
based approaches to predict a battery of pre-clinical in vitro and animal endpoints. Current research is 
focused on creating QSARs for specific human health effects based upon human data.
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Introduction
The Informatics and Computational Safety Analysis 

Staff (ICSAS) of the US FDA Center for Drug 
Evaluation and Research (FDA/CDER, www.fda.
gov/cder/Offices/OPS_IO/default.htm) is an applied 
regulatory research unit. Through collaborations with 
software companies, ICSAS: 1) creates toxicological 
and clinical databases, 2) transforms toxicological 
and clinical data into a format suitable for quantitative 
structure-activity relationship (QSAR) modeling, 
3) evaluates the performance of data mining and 
QSAR software, and 4) develops and makes publicly 
available toxicological and adverse clinical effect 
QSAR prediction models (Benz, 2007; Kruhlak 
et al., 2007). The Critical Path (www.fda.gov/oc/
initiatives/criticalpath/whitepaper.html) goal of the 
ICSAS computational toxicology program is to use in 
silico software to predict accurately all toxicological 
endpoints and adverse clinical effects of chemicals 
of interest to the US FDA. An idealistic dream is to 
eliminate the need for animal toxicological testing 
and human clinical testing from the process of 
establishing the safety of chemical substances. Our 
more realistic, achievable goal is to substantially 
reduce the need for animal toxicological testing 
and provide proactive decision support information 

on potential adverse effects of pharmaceuticals in 
humans.

Today, the ICSAS computational toxicology 
program supplies additional information in support of 
regulatory decisions to avoid the need for additional 
testing if possible. We do this by estimating the 
toxicological and adverse human clinical effects using 
computational toxicology software with ICSAS-
developed data models. We provide information that 
can be used when a regulatory decision must be made 
in the absence of all desirable safety information, 
such as predicting the toxicities of contaminants and 
metabolites of the active ingredient. We can also 
provide reports of the potential toxicities of molecules 
that are structurally similar to active ingredients when 
the results of safety studies are ambiguous. With this 
additional knowledge it may be possible to prevent 
additional review cycles and thus eliminate the need 
for additional animal testing.

Predicting toxicological and adverse human 
clinical effects

ICSAS currently has business agreements with 
five developers of global software programs that 
are used for estimating the toxic potential of non-
congeneric chemicals. Using statistical correlations, 
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four of the programs predict toxicological activities 
of chemicals in animals and human adverse effects 
of pharmaceuticals: 1) MC4PC (MultiCASE [M], 
www.multicase.com/products/prod01.htm), 2) MDL-
QSAR (Symyx/MDL [S], www.mdli.com/products/
predictive/qsar/index.jsp), 3) BioEpisteme (Prous 
Institute for Biomolecular Research [P], www.
prousresearch.com/Epistemic/BioEpisteme.aspx), 
and 4) Predictive Data Miner (LeadScope [L], www.
leadscope.com/products/predictive_data_miner). The 
fifth program, Derek for Windows, makes predictions 
based upon human expert rules (Lhasa, www.
lhasalimited.org/index.php?cat=2&sub_cat=2#).

As of this writing, ICSAS has developed animal 
toxicological endpoint QSAR models to predict 
the discrete (binary) in vivo and in vitro toxicity 
endpoints: 1) carcinogenicity in rodents [M,S,B,L] 
(Matthews and Contrera, 1998; Contrera et al., 2003); 
2) mutagenicity in Salmonella typhimurium and many 
other genetic toxicity endpoints [M,S,L] (Contrera et 
al., 2005; Matthews et al., 2006a,b); 3) reproductive 
and developmental toxicity in mammals [M,S,L] 
(Matthews et al., 2007a,b); and 4) phospholipidosis 
[M,S] (Kruhlak et al., 2008). We can also predict 
the non-discrete (continuous distribution) chemical 
toxicity endpoints: 1) maximum tolerated dose [M] 
and 2) acute toxicity [M]. Being planned are models 
for predicting organ specific toxicities for: 1) subacute 
(2 week); 2) sub-chronic (90 day); and 3) chronic (6 
month and 1 year) rodent study results.

Human data-derived QSAR models are now being 
used by ICSAS to predict discrete (binary) adverse 
effects of the: 1) hepatobiliary (M,S,B,L) (Ursem 
et al., 2008; Matthews et al., 2008a,c); 2) urinary 
tract (M,S,B,L) (Ursem et al., 2008; Matthews et 
al., 2008a,c); and 3) cardiological (M,S,B) organ 
systems. We have also developed non-discrete 
(continuous distribution) QSAR models to predict the 
human maximum recommended daily dose and no 
effect level of pharmaceutical-like molecules (M,S) 
(Matthews et al., 2004; Contrera et al., 2004). Future 

investigations are planned to develop human adverse 
effect QSAR models for the endocrine, respiratory, 
and immune systems.

The Table provides further information about 
these models. The data sources, QSAR model 
construction, and predictive performance have been 
described in the references cited above. In general, 
the superior predictive performance of our models 
is the result of using: 1) large training data sets 
that include a diverse range of chemical structures 
resulting in a wide applicability domain, 2) weight of 
evidence data transformation methodologies, and 3) 
QSAR prediction paradigms that are optimized. For 
example, in creating our QSAR models for MC4PC, 
we take into account the number of toxic compounds 
from which each structural alert is derived; the more 
examples there are of different chemicals with the 
fragment or descriptor that displays the toxicity, the 
more heavily it is weighed in the model. Likewise, 
the more potent the chemical, the more heavily the 
fragment or descriptor that corresponds to the toxicity 
is weighed. We also require confirmatory observations 
in related models to improve overall confidence in the 
predictions; the more related toxic endpoints triggered 
by a fragment or descriptor, the more heavily the 
fragment or descriptor is considered in creating the 
model.

Recently, ICSAS has shown that animal toxicity 
and adverse human effect predictions based on the 
results of more than one paradigm can produce 
consensus predictions with even higher precision 
than are possible with one software program alone 
(Contrera et al., 2007; Kruhlak et al., 2008; Matthews 
et al., 2008b). These results have confirmed our belief 
that predictions by computers can significantly reduce 
the use of animal testing, provide proactive decision 
support information on potential adverse effects of 
pharmaceuticals in humans, and improve the chemical 
safety evaluation process used by the US FDA and 
other regulatory agencies.

Table: Animal Toxicological and Human Adverse Clinical Effect Computational Toxicology Models Currently Used by ICSAS

Endpoint

Number 
of records 
on which 

models are 
based

Number of 
chemicals in 
the training 

set Models Sub-models

Current 
commercial 
availability

Animal Toxicological Effects (discrete/binary)

Rodent Carcinogenicity 24,708 1,510

male rat  M1

female rat  M1

rat  M1, S1

male mouse  M1

female mouse  M1

mouse  M1, S1

rodent   S1
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Genetic Toxicity 27,498 5,880

microbial composite  M, S
Salmonella composite  M, S
E. coli composite  M, S
E. coli WP strains  M, S
fungal composite  M, S
yeast Saccharomyces  M
Drosophila composite  M
Drosophila sex-linked  M
Drosophila heritable translocation M
mammalian in vivo mutation M, S
CHO & V79 in vitro mutation M, S
dominant lethal M
micronucleus in vivo composite M, S
micronucleus in vivo mouse M, S
micronucleus in vivo unidentified species M, S
chromosome aberrations in vivo composite M, S
chromosome aberrations in vivo mouse M, S
unscheduled DNA synthesis composite M, S
unscheduled DNA synthesis rat hepatocytes M, S
unscheduled DNA synthesis human fibroblasts M, S
unscheduled DNA synthesis other cells M, S

Reproductive & 
Developmental 

Toxicity
51,724 2,115

reproductive toxicity in 
adult males

rat M
mouse M
rodent M

reproductive toxicity in 
adult females

rat M
mouse M
rodent M

sperm toxicity
rat M
mouse M
rodent M

fetal dysmorphogenesis

rat M
mouse M
rabbit M
Glires2 M

behavioral toxicity
rat M
mouse M
rodent M

Phospholipidosis 227 583 mammalian phospholipidosis  
Animal Toxicological Effects (non-discrete/continuous)

Maximum Tolerated 
Dose 3,925 1,266

male rat low toxicity M
high toxicity M

female rat low toxicity M
high toxicity M

male mouse low toxicity M
high toxicity M

female mouse low toxicity M
high toxicity M

Acute Toxicity 1,668 1,273
rat low toxicity  

high toxicity  

mouse low toxicity  
high toxicity  
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Adverse Human Clinical Effects (discrete/binary)

Hepatobiliary 120,419 1,660

bile duct disorders   
cholestasis and jaundice  
cytotoxic injury   
gall bladder disorders   
liver enzyme disorders   

Renal / Bladder 214,563 1,660

acute renal disorders   
bladder disorders   
blood in urine   
kidney function tests   
nephropathies   
urolithiases   

Cardiac 396,985 1,660

conduction disorders   
coronary artery disorders  
electrocardiogram abnormalities  
heart failure   
myocardial disorders   
palpitations   
rate rhythm   
valve disorders   

Adverse Human Clinical Effects (non-discrete/continuous)
Maximum 

Recommended Daily 
Dose

1,246 1,246 MRDD / NOEL low toxicity M, S

high toxicity M, S
1Available with non-proprietary data only or non-proprietary data plus knowledge derived from proprietary studies
2Glires is the taxonomic super-order that includes rats, mice, and rabbits
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